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Description
In this article, Dirk Verdicchio addresses the display of sexuality in cinematic movies on finance. He argues that the display of sexuality can be seen as a representation of the financial economy and asks how finance is perceived when it is envisioned by means of sexuality. Referring to George Bataille’s concepts of economy, heterogeneity, and erotics he argues that the display of sexuality in these films endangers conventional, bourgeois ideals and values – in Bataille’s terms: the financial economy threatens social homogeneity because of an inherent heterogeneity of the stock exchange. According to the analyzed movies, the financial economy is not only the site where the rationality of the economy appears in its purest form, but also the site where this principle collapses and turns into its opposite.
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Welcome to Zurich Open Repository and Archive

ZORA (Zurich Open Repository and Archive) provides open and worldwide access to the research and scholarly output of the University of Zurich, Switzerland. A focus is on qualified scientific publications. ZORA is operated by the Main Library together with the Zentrale Informatik of the University of Zurich.

Latest Additions

- Language Variation and Change, 26(2) 203-224. Item availability may be restricted.
- Our heart is still in Africa: Twice migration and its sociolinguistic consequences. Rotho-Ngozi, Claudia; Schreier, Daniel (2016).
- Language in Society, 45(2):163-191. Item not available from this repository.
- The effects of demographica stochasticity and parameter uncertainty on predicting the establishment of introduced species. Patamara, Gian Marco; Carrara, Francesco; Smith, Matthew J; Patchey, Owen L (2016).
- Ecology and Evolution: 1:12.
- Resurrecting weighted least squares. Romano, Joseph P; Wolf, Michael (2016).
- Journal of Econometrics: Epub ahead of print. Item availability may be restricted.

Open Access News

- 08 Dec 2016 Resttätler: Einführungskurs zu ZORA und Open Access
- 08 Dec 2016 Deadline for the submission of publications for the annual report 2016 - Feb. 15. 2017
- 07 Dec 2016 Video zur Open Data Vortrag
- 02 Dec 2016 Bibliometric Study of the Swiss Publication System
- 23 Nov 2016 Kundenermittlung zu Open Data

TrendTerms

- Identifi
- responsibility
- measurement
- procedure
- multiple strategies
Forschungsplattform Alexandria

Alexandria Blog

ORCID-Integration in die Forschungsplattform
Im Dezember starten wir mit der Entwicklung für die ORCID-Integration in die Forschungsplattform Alexandria. ORCID ist eine eindeutige Identifikation (ID) für ForscherInnen. Alle interessierten... More

Neue Loginpage
Die Loginpage, auf welche man weitergeleitet wird aus der Forschungsplattform Alexandria, erscheint in einem neuen Design: Die neue Seite ist auf mobilen Geräten besser nutzbar. Wie bisher wird die... More

Neue Funktionen: Zitation, Export, alternative Metriken, Newsletter
Das heute veröffentlichte Update der Forschungsplattform enthält neue Funktionen und einige Fehlerkorrekturen: Zitation & Export Auf der Detailseite eines Publikationseintrags erscheint in

Tweets by @HSGResearch

HSGResearch @HSGResearch

Competition in the wrong field?
09 Dec

HSGResearch @HSGResearch

Lokal, im Ausland oder online? So kaufen die Schweiz, Deutschland und Österreich zu Weihnachten ein unisg.ch/de/wissen/news... #HSG

Universität St.Gallen I Wissen I... Wie viel Geld geben Konsumenten in diesem Jahr für unisg.ch

06 Dec

HSGResearch @HSGResearch

Recordings of the 1st Swiss #Research Data Management Day #RDMday16 are online: dicm.ch/swiss-research... #RDM #OpenData
Collaboration

Switzerland
> Swiss EPrints Interest Group, Regular meetings (OA working group of Swiss libraries) -> exchange of ideas, code, and discussion of collaborations
> Common meta data scheme (in discussion)
> Collecting APC data (in discussion)

German speaking area (GER, CH, AU)
> Annual German EPrints User Group meetings at Open-Access-Tage
Problems

- Development is slow. It takes too much time before new features are introduced (e.g. responsive design, ORCID).
- It’s not clear how development is funded. Is there sufficient funding?
- It’s not transparent how priorities are set? How are interests outside from the UK included?
- Who can be addressed when there is a need for development? What happens with the code on github? Who will integrate it in an official release?
- It’s becoming increasingly difficult to justify the use of Eprints, since there is an impression that Eprints development is discontinued. There are several universities in Switzerland that decided against EPrints because of this (ETHZ, ZHAW), others which are under pressure from university management or are looking for alternatives.
- Communication about developments or plans is poor (at best).
Questions

> How can the situation be improved?
> How can we contribute in making development faster and communication better?
> How can we make sure that our investments are secured?